


GSH Cargo, our headquarters based in Dubai, we are one of the leading 
international shipping company standing by to serve clients and 
business corporations in rolling their supplying chain , Where ever they 
are through our services and delivering cost-effective solutions 
in addition offering several logistics options that help clients achieving 
their goals, No matter if you are shipping general goods or hazardous
materials , size or type your cargo is , we have a full services of Airmaterials , size or type your cargo is , we have a full services of Air
freight , Sea freight , Land Transport , Custom Clearance , Courier and 
Logistic Services that will always match your needs and requirements. 
Furthermore assisting you whole over shipment's procedures from door 
to door.
GSH Cargo works on daily basis to be part of freight forwarding growth, 
productivity and quality to fulfill clients needs and satisfaction.
The commitment of our expert team and the strength of our global 
service networks in more than 100 countries stand behind that promise 
along with our branches which are located in Dubai , Lebanon , China ,
and Germany.
Our ambition is to ensure total quality management and maintain 
employee satisfaction, which drives clients loyalty, we believe that team employee satisfaction, which drives clients loyalty, we believe that team 
spirit and cooperation leads to achieve company's goals and strategies.



Whether you’re looking for an Aircraft Plane (CAO) specialized in
providing high cargo capacity or Passengers airplane Cargo (Pax) 
for your supply chain. 
GSH Cargo is your gateway for speed , efficient and flexible air 
flights especially in case of time-sensitive and high-value cargo.  

- From and up to any airport all around the world.
- Weekly consolidated air flights from China to Lebanon.
- Weekly Air flights from China to Dubai.
- Weekly consolidated air flights from Dubai to Lebanon.
- Consolidated air flights from Hong Kong to Lebanon.



In case you want to save money or shipping Hazardous goods Seafreight 
is the most cost-effective method to transport huge quantities of cargo.
Through our worldwide long-term relationships with the ocean 
shipping lines , will guide you in choosing the right ocean carrier, and 
following up shipping procedures that guarantee safety delivery. 

From and up to any sea Port all around the world.

Weekly consolidated shipments from China to Lebanon,Door to Door.
Weekly consolidated shipments from China to Dubai, Door to Door.

Arrange your booking for full container load shipments (FCL). 
Arrange your booking for small quantity of cargo quickly based
on your needs with Less-Than-Container Load (LCL) shipments



The backbone of neighboring countries freight GSH Cargo offers a
various range of land transportation services to get your international  
shipment where it should to be delivered through our trusted 
partners and ensuring the highest truck standard .

Weekly land transportation from Dubai to Lebanon.
Weekly land transportation from Dubai to Jordan. 

Weekly land transportation from Dubai to all Arab countries.
Weekly consolidated shipments from Dubai to Lebanon.



GSH Cargo licensed customs brokers understand the complex 
customs procedures of each consignment and taking the 
responsibility to provide set of documents in advance to avoid 
paying extra charges at destination port, in order to clear the 
goods smoothly. 
GSH Cargo provides customs clearance service in Lebanon, 
United Arab Emiratis and Germany through our official offices. 
Regarding the rest of countries we provide it through our agents.

Our logistics services are supported by multiple solutions, which 
can be integrated and customized to meet your needs, such as 
warehousing, packaging, Storage, handling and Consolidation.

For small shipments and personal stuff, GSH Cargo helps you cross 
borders and makes destinations much closer by the easiest way, and 
We ensure that your shipments are delivered at client’s door step in 
safe and reliable manner.
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